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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2573-Lufian’s two big golden hands, one on the 
left and one on the right, grabbed Mother’s round body. 

He pulled it back into his arms. 

Then, his fingers penetrated deep into Mother’s body. 

Finally, Lufian tore Mother apart from both sides. 

Crack! 

With a spine-chilling sound, Lufian split Mother’s huge body into two. 

Against Lufian’s Heavenly Overlord Rank combat power, Mother’s strength 
was not enough to fight him. 

Even its hardest part, the main body, was not spared from destruction. It was 
powerless. 

If Lufian had used all his strength initially, the battle would have ended 
already. 

After all, Lufian was still affected by his violent personality. 

In the past, Lufian was very scheming, like a poisonous snake hiding in the 
dark. He would prioritize efficiency and would never give the enemy a single 
chance. 

If he could kill the opponent with a single hit, he would not hesitate. 

However, this was so with his berserk personality. 

He liked to torture his opponent, slowly, to death so he could feel the enemy’s 
boundless fear. That was his biggest pleasure. 

Lufian looked at Mother’s ripped body. He wanted to see what was inside. 

What he saw was a sea of green. 

A little red was interspersed within the green. 



‘What is this thing?’ Lufian wondered. 

Then, he heard Mother’s voice again. 

It was not pleading now. Instead, there was anger in its voice. 

“Lufian, you brought this on yourself! You’ve killed the warriors I created over 
years, destroyed my body, and forced me to break out of my shell before I 
could save enough energy. You’ve ruined everything I worked so hard to 
accumulate and now I’ll have to start again. You must pay the price!” 

‘You’re still spewing all this nonsense at this time? Do you think it will help? 
Just use whatever means you have on me now, if not, you won’t have a 
chance again!” Lufian said with a sneer. 

He still thought she was bluffing. 

It was just a partial Heavenly Overlord. 

No matter how good its trump cards are, how strong could it be? 

Sylvio’s Zwei Arithmetics claimed to be able to calculate everything in the 
universe. It was amazing, right? 

Yet, it was still useless on Lufian. 

In the face of absolute strength, all crafty plots and machinations were futile. 

Lufian had absolute confidence in his Heavenly Overlord Rank strength. 

No matter what method Mother used, he could easily counter it. 

When the time came, he would instill boundless fear and destroy the enemy. 

“As you wish! I hope you don’t regret today’s decision!” 

As Mother said that, a ray of red light shot out from its shattered body. 

It was silent but so fast. 

If Lufian had been prepared, he might be able to avoid it. 

Suddenly, the red light penetrated Lufian’s chest and came out the other side. 



The sudden and intense pain in his body made Lufian fly into a rage. 

‘You punk! You’re asking for this!” 

He exerted more strength with his hands again. 

Crack! 

He split Mother’s body into two, holding one side in each hand. 

An egg covered in cracks appeared before him. 

It hovered in the void silently, red beams emitting from the cracks in its shell. 

It seemed tiny in front of the golden giant. 

 


